
CONCEPTS OF POWER AS EXPLORED IN

On the Concept of Political Power the concept of power in the context of a general .. I wish to stick to my chosen line
and explore its.

Research[ citation needed ] has shown that people are more likely to have an enduring influence on others
when they engage in dominant behavior that reflects social skill rather than intimidation. There's an inverse
relationship between interest in relationship and the degree of relational power. Coercive power tends to be the
most obvious but least effective form of power as it builds resentment and resistance from the people who
experience it. The facilitative circuit is constituted of macro level technology, environmental contingencies,
job design, and networks, which empower or disempower and thus punish or reward, agency in the episodic
circuit. This goes a long way in showing that power is not necessay for freedom. Controlling abusers may use
multiple tactics to exert power and control over their victims. The tactics themselves are psychologically and
sometimes physically abusive. This can lead to the chilling effect where the less powerful person often
hesitates to communicate dissatisfaction, and the demand withdrawal pattern which is when one person makes
demands and the other becomes defensive and withdraws Mawasha,  Self-serving also occurred and a lot of
pro-social behavior was observed. This perspective permits to get over an "either-or-position" either there is
power, or there isn't , which is common especially in epistemological discourses about power theories, [23]
[24] [25] and to introduce the possibility of an "as well as-position". Researchers have documented the
bystander effect : they found that powerful people are three times as likely to first offer help to a "stranger in
distress". This is a type of power is commonly seen in fashion industry by coupling with legitimate power, it is
referred in the industry specific literature's as "glamorization of structural domination and exploitation. The
unmarked category becomes the standard against which to measure everything else. Some people become
influential even though they don't overtly use powerful behavior. These studies compared behavior done in
different power given[ clarification needed ] situations. This line of thought though probably affords Plato too
much credit in this instance. The behavior observed was that the person offering the proposal would act less
strategically than would the one offering in the ultimatum game. However, scarce resource leads to power
only if it's valued within a relationship. People who use power cues and act powerfully and proactively tend to
be perceived as powerful by others. In this setting we can differentiate between: outcome power â€” the ability
of an actor to bring about or help bring about outcomes; social power â€” the ability of an actor to change the
incentive structures of other actors in order to bring about outcomes. These actions may reinforce the powerful
person's dependence power. Power can be disabling when it leads to destructive patterns of communication.
Rational choice framework[ edit ] Game theory , with its foundations in the Walrasian theory of rational
choice , is increasingly used in various disciplines to help analyze power relationships. The outcomes of the
episodic circuit are both positive and negative. What we want are the good things, but sometimes we must do
the indifferent things some of which may be very disagreeable, like taking medicine or going on a sea voyage
in order to get the good things. The issue here is often how much relative power a person has in comparison to
one's partner. By using this distinction, proportions of power can be analyzed in a more sophisticated way,
helping to sufficiently reflect on matters of responsibility. If subjects do not obey, leaders have no power. The
use of a dialogue on rhetoric to explore notions of power can be seen as clever on the part of Plato, since the
common but false view of power, power over others, like rhetoric, gives out an impressive image but
ultimately does little to advance the good and has little real worth. It is because of this action that power is
unlikely to be detected that it remains elusive to 'rational' investigation. To avoid being wronged and hence to
have real freedom you need power to protect yourself be it political or otherwise. The thought of Friedrich
Nietzsche underlies much 20th century analysis of power. They can initiate conversations, change topics,
interrupt others, initiate touch, and end discussions more easily than less powerful people. The episodic circuit
is the micro level and is constituted of irregular exercise of power as agents address feelings, communication,
conflict, and resistance in day-to-day interrelations. The more scarce and valued resources are, the more
intense and protracted are power struggles. See expressions of dominance. It was concluded[ by whom?


